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TUESDAY 

 

 

 

 

9:15AM - 

10:25AM 

      70min 

Topic; 
Renovation and 
remodeling 
Articles 
 
Sub-Topic; 
 
Dress renovation 
  

By the end of the 
lesson the Pupil will 
be able to; 
 
Explain the term “ 
clothing renovation” 
 
RPK 
Pupils can already 
differentiate between 
renovation and 
remodeling. 
 

Introduction 
Discuss the meaning 
of clothing 
renovation with the 
Pupils. 
 
Activities; 

1. `Assist 
Pupils to 
identify and 
explain 5 
dress 
renovation 
processes. 

2. Demonstrat
e a process 
of 
renovating a 
dress. 

3. Assist 
Individual 
Pupils to 
practice 

Power Point 
Presentation 
,Pictures, 
Charts, Video 

 
 
Dress Renovation Process; 

 washing the same in a solution of soap 
and water 

 treating the washed clothing with a 
hydrocarbon solvent 

 drying the clothing 
   treating it in a bath consisting of a 

solution of lanolin and a hydrocarbon 
sol- Vent. 

Exercise; 
1. What is 

clothing 
renovation
? 

2. Explain 5 
dress 
renovation 
processes 
 



renovating a 
dress.  

 
 
Closure; 
Reflect on the 
processes of 
renovating dresses. 
 

THURSDAY 

 

 

 

 

9:15AM – 

10:25AM 

70mins 

Topic; 
Renovation and 
remodeling 
Articles 
 
Sub-Topic; 
 
Remodeling old 
clothes. 

Objective 
By the end of the 
lesson the Pupil will 
be able to; 
 
Describe the ways of 
remodeling old 
clothes. 
 
RPK 
Pupils have already 
been taught how to 
renovate dresses.  

Introduction 
Through questions 
and answers, review 
Pupils knowledge on 
the previous lesson. 
 
Activities; 

1. Ask Pupils 
what old 
clothes can 
used for. 

2. Discuss 5 
ways of 
remodeling 
old clothes. 

3. Assist Pupils 
to practice 
remodeling 
old clothes. 

4. Pupils in 
small groups 
t discuss 
and report 
to the class 
on how to 
reuse old 
clothes 

5.  

 Ways of remodeling old clothes. 

1. Make your own glitter trainers.  

2. Turn your favourite t-shirts into a duvet 
cover.  

3. Cut a t-shirt into a halter neck top. 

4. Turn old jumpers into cushion covers.  

5. Put your favourite t-shirts in a frame.  

6. Make your own chokers.  

7. Cut jeans into shorts.  

8. Use material scraps to make hand 
warmers. 

 

 
State 5 ways of 
remodeling old 
clothes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REMARKS 
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Closure; 
Ask pupils questions 
about the ways of 
remodeling old 
clothes and answer 
Pupils questions. 
 


